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• Following several discussions of structured pick reports, NIPWG 

established a task group on complex pick reports at NIPWG 10. The 

aim of this task group was to:

• Identify use-cases where additional functionality for portrayal of pick-reports is 

needed.

• Provide visual samples or descriptions to support development of complex 

portrayal.

• Consider available short-term solutions and priorities

• Significant limiting factors in such portrayal are the technical aspects 

consisting of the absence of available functionality in S-100 to 

specify the construction of pick report content and structure.
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INTRODUCTION



• S-52 describes the pick-report functionality as information that should be displayed on

deman including "object description and associated attributes in human readable

language".

• S-98 version 1.0.0 05/2022 describes pick reports in S-98 “Main” clause 10.12 and

“Annex C” clause C-15. S-98 “Main” clause 10.12 states that pick reports may be

specified in the individual Product Specifications, and later reused within an

Interoperability Catalogue. Clause C-15 in Annex C describes common principles for pick

reports applying to all Product Specifications, and makes a start at defining common

formats for some cases (e.g., tidal streams, which are expected to be common to S-101

and S-111).

• A future version of S-98 could define either:
• General rules that that would work similarly for all Product Specifications.

• A machine readable styling rule implementation, which can be customized by each Product Specifications.

(= an Extension to Portrayal Catalogue functionality)

• S-98 recognizes the need for data organization to support navigation through complex

structures. This navigation could include expandable tree controls or tabs.
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PICK REPORTS IN CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS

https://iho.int/uploads/user/pubs/standards/s-52/S-52 Edition 6.1.1 - June 2015.pdf
https://iho.int/uploads/user/pubs/standards/S-98/S-98 Main_Ed 1.0.0_Final.pdf


 ServiceHours (including scheduleByDayOfWeek)

 ContactDetails

 textContent (including information) and featureName

 Regulations (also Recommendations, Restrictions, Nautical

Information)

 Applicability associations

 Features in other product specifications:

 Applicability Time series of water level data (S-104)

 Tidal stream panel (table of speed and direction)(S-101)

 “Light characteristic strings” are also a case in point – a single-

purpose solution dating from S-57.
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CASES WITH “COMPLEX PICK REPORTS”
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EXAMPLE 1 – SCHEDULES (COMPLEX AND SIMPLIFIED 
LAYOUTS)



• Options for solutions to the problem:

• Additional static (HTML) support files are provided together with the dataset.

• New Portrayal rules in XSLT or LUA to dynamically generate the pick-reports.

• Templates (a combination of static templates and dynamic population by rules).

• Interim solution – define “system attributes” containing pre-generated formatted 

content:

• Content to be generated from attribute values of the owning feature as well as related 

features/information types,

• S-98 to require ECDIS to display this attribute as the (entire) pick report for the owning 

feature.

• The solution would ideally work, or at least be conceptually the same, for all three 

data formats described by S-100 – ISO 8211, GML, and HDF5.

• Many of the NIPWG Product Specifications include the options to add narrative 

text using textContent and information attributes, even this is not the 

recommended solution.
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SOLUTION APPROACHES
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OPTION 1 – SUPPORT FILES
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OPTION 2 – GENERATION BY PORTRAYAL RULE
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OPTION 3 - TEMPLATES



• Many of the same considerations as support files.

• Given anticipated sizes of displays and current constraints on 
embedded text, the system attribute might end up becoming a 
specialized file reference to a support file.
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INTERIM SOLUTION – “SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE”



1) S-100 application schemas are data-centric structures designed to 

facilitate machine-readability and support processing actions:

1) Combination of data from multiple sources

2) Relevance-based filtering and display, for example during route monitoring vs. 

route planning.

2) Information displays should be easy for users to comprehend and not 

necessarily in the same data-centric structures. The data structure and 

relationships may be complex but their presentation should not require 

end-user familiarity with, or analysis of, data models.

3) Common Pick Report guidelines and functionality remain to be specified.

4) Product Specifications should address the role of context parameters in 

the display of their data product.

5) Some information structures are reused by multiple products.
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CONCLUSIONS



• note this paper

• advise on specification and prototyping of complex portrayal

• advise on other use-cases for complex portrayal

• advise on technical feasibility of solution approaches paraphrased in

the background section including the interim solution and document

extensions needed in S-98

• ensure that the solution works for other data formats than Part 10b GML 

(specifically, ISO 8211 and HDF5 formats).
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ACTIONS REQUESTED

Recommend interim solution for now, follow-up with Option 3 (Templates)


